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WHAT'S YOUR STYLE?
You set out on a hunt for a wedding photographer, you
know, one that will make you swoon. And before you know
it, you are spiraling down an “Alice in Wonderland” lifesize rabbit hole full of options and feel yourself getting
dizzy!
After searching through pages of wedding photographers
websites, you keep hearing words thrown around about
their "styles," but you don’t know what the heck that
means. All the pictures on their sites seem to look the
same.
Similar to shopping for shoes, photographers come in
various styles depending on your taste, budget, and addons. Selecting a fabulous photographer is not only about
comparing packages it's also figuring out your look. What
are your choices when it comes to a wedding
photographer?
Truth be told, there are three wedding photography styles
and they are as different as night and day. Understanding
their differences will help you to choose wisely and
guarantee you will be obsessed with your wedding album.
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STYLES

FINE ART
PHOTOJOURNALISTIC
TRADITIONAL

Three common wedding photography styles – Fine Art,
Photojournalistic, and Traditional.
No style necessarily costs more or less. You will find a
photographer in every style in every budget.
This quick style guide will give you a newly refined eye
and shed some light on which style is right for you.

xoxo

Veronica
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FINE ART
If you live for the drama, then this look is it! Photographers
artfully incorporate colors, unique angles, and scenery among
many other components that extend beyond the traditional
shots of your wedding gown, reception, and bridal party.
Creativity, uniqueness, and capturing that perfect candid
moment similar to fine art photography is this photographer ’s
signature style. Is this one yours?
click one

Susan Stripling

Eli Turner

Christian Oth
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PHOTOJOURNALISTIC
Typically, a light airy feel, photojournalistic is probably the
trendiest photography style today. Photographers focus on
capturing candid moments with a narrative editorial emphasis
that allows the story of the day to unfold. They spend most of the
time in the shadows with very little direction as they capture
emotions, genuine expressions, and unobtrusively capturing
heartfelt moments. Does it capture your heart?
click one

Abby Jiu

Kimberly Florence

Adina Baker
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TRADITIONAL
It's a new day and age and the superposed photographer is a
rare find. Traditional photographers tend to focus heavily on
formal portraits of the couple, bridal party, family and guests. If
you have your heart set on photos with every guest and your
family, you may want to seek out a traditional style wedding
photographer. They will take great care in preparing these
photographs. Do you want to strike a pose?
click one

Pure Grace

88 Love Stories

Stephen Marsh
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W
Wedding Photography
Insider Tip!
An important factor that couples often overlook is whether
or not your photographer is skilled shooting in dim light.
The majority are comfortable with natural light, but not all
photographers are well versed in the use of proper flash
photography without being unobtrusive.
If your wedding reception is going to be hosted in a dimly lit
room, ask photographers to see photos similar to your
setting during the interviewing process.

For more tips on how to choose a wedding photographer
visit our blog by clicking here
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